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Architectural Survey File 

This is the architectural survey file for this MIHP record. The survey file is organized reverse-

chronological (that is, with the latest material on top). It contains all MIHP inventory forms, National 

Register nomination forms, determinations of eligibility (DOE) forms, and accompanying documentation 

such as photographs and maps. 

Users should be aware that additional undigitized material about this property may be found in on-site 

architectural reports, copies of HABS/HAER or other documentation, drawings, and the “vertical files” at 

the MHT Library in Crownsville. The vertical files may include newspaper clippings, field notes, draft 

versions of forms and architectural reports, photographs, maps, and drawings. Researchers who need a 

thorough understanding of this property should plan to visit the MHT Library as part of their research 

project; look at the MHT web site (mht.maryland.gov) for details about how to make an appointment. 

All material is property of the Maryland Historical Trust. 
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ca. 1900 

The house on the John Broadwater Farm is a l~ story, gable-roofed, 
frame building on a foundation of coursed, roughly squared stone. Its 
basic configuration is a three bay by one bay, center hall plan with a 
two story rear addition. Shed-roofed porches shelter the facade and one 
side of the rear wing. 2/2 sash windows light all elevations. Weather
board siding sheathes the exterior. 

The barn is supported by frame of hewn lumber with mortise and tenon 
joints and a stone foundation. 

A group of frame outbuildings lies between the house and barn including 
a hog pen, a coal shed, a corn crib, a chicken house, a wash house, and a 
privy. A snake rail fence surrounds the farm. 
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John Broadwater Farm 
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DESCRIBE THE PRESENT AND ORIGINAL (IF KNOWN) PHYSICAL APPEARANCE 

The John Broadwater Farm is located on the south side of Aaron Run 
Road approximately 1 mile southeast of Westernport Road. The house, a 
barn, and several outbuildings are clustered together .1 mile from the 
road on the north side of Phoenix Hill. The area just behind the house 
(south) is being surface mined for coal. 

The house is a frame, l~ story, gable-roofed building on a coursed, 
roughly squared stone foundation. Its basic configuration is an ell-plan 
consisting of a three bay by one bay main block with a two story, two 
bay by one bay rear addition. Shed-roofed porches shelter the facade 
(northeast elevation) and the northwest side of the rear addition. A 
small one story, hip-roofed addition is located on the rear of the main 
block. 

Weatherboard siding with cornerboards covers the exterior walls of 
the building. All windows are two over two sash with plain board surrounds 
and drip moldings. The roof, which is covered with corrugated metal, has 
boxed rafter ends on the main block and a box cornice with partial gable 
end returns on the rear wing. A concrete block stove chimney is located 
at the middle of the ridgeline on the main block. 

A frame bank barn on a coursed, rubble stone foundation is situated 
northwest of the house. Its sills and joists are logs hewn on two sides. 
The upper portion of the barn is constructed of hewn timbers, mortise and 
tenoned together. 

A group of frame outbuildings lies between the house and barn including 
a hog pen, a coal shed, a corn crib, a chicken house, a granary, a wash 
house, and a privy. A snake rail fence surrounds the farm. 

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY 
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STATEMENT OF SIGNIFICANCE 

According to Joseph Broadwater, the present occupant, this 
farm was built by his great tmcle John Broadwater at the turn of 
the twentieth century. The barn was built in 1901 and the house 
was built very soon before or after. Alvin Fazenbaker, a 
neighbor, built the foundations for the house and barn. The out-build 
·buildings were· build by John Broadwater. 

This farm is typical of the many single family farms in Garrett 
Cotmty. 

CONTINUE ON SEPARATE SHEET IF NECESSARY 
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VERBAL BOUNDARY DESCRIPTION 

LIST ALL STATES AND COUNTIES FOR PROPERTIES OVERLAPPING STATE OR COUNTY BOUNDARIES 

STATE COUNTY 

STATE COUNTY 

mFORM PREPARED BY 
NAME I TITLE 

Valerie Cesna, Historical Sites Surveyor 
ORGANIZATION 

Maryland Historical Trust/Bureau of Mines 
STREET & NUMBER 

Shaw House, 21 State Circle 
CITY OR TOWN 

Annapolis 

DATE 

May 1981 
TELEPHONE 

301-269-2438 
STATE 

Maryland 21401 

The Maryland Historic Sites Inventory was officially created 
by an Act of the Maryland Legislature, to be found in the 
Annotated Code of Maryland, Article 41, Section 181 KA, 
1974 Supplement. 

The Survey and Inventory are being prepared for information 
and record purposes only and do not constitute any infringe
ment of individual property rights. 

RETURN TO: Maryland Historical Trust 
The Shaw House, 21 State Circle 
Annapolis, Maryland 21401 
( 301) 267-1438 
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